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Is there a Scan Code, or a way of determining if a stock is being Systematically Accumulated by an individual or by a
group, as opposed to being just normally bought and sold by the general market?

accumulation  systematic

(Nov 02 '13 at 12:11)SC Alchemist

Please comment on conclusions that one may extrapolate from the ASCENDING TRIANGLE BREAKOUT patterns, where
the lows remain at the same level or go higher and the highs go lower. One interpretation may be that buyers will allow the
price to drift to the last lower price (or a bit higher) and will buy back in before the price hits the last highest price. One
interpretation may be that Buyers want the stock and won't risk it going lower and that they want back in before the stock
goes to the last high. The other pattern, I call "CLIMBING THE STAIRCASE" (I don't know what the formal term is), in that
scenario, the price Gaps Up or Spikes Up on Higher Than Average Volume and then drifts back down, on Lower Than
Average Volume, to the e.g., 50 Day Moving Average, before it Gaps Up or Spikes Up again, on Higher Volume, and drifts
back down on Lower Volume, to repeat the cycle. These two patterns suggest the Accumulation of Stock to me.

I'm not a pattern guy, so I'll leave the ascending triangle question to others. But to me, accumulation is happening when
prices stop going down, but also don't go up very much. Then you are looking for strong up volume right off the lows and
higher volume down days immediately followed by stronger volume up days. This shows strong buyer interest - even though
prices aren't moving up yet. Then you need to see low volume off the tops of rallies. Big volume coming down from the
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One Answer:

3
I'm sure there are many possibilities, but here's one variation using Elder's Force Index. Note this isn't how Elder
recommends using this indicator (although he might not disagree either). It just seems to be a sensible adaptation. Of
course it doesn't detect who or the reasons why accumulation is happening - it doesn't say there is a campaign or a
takeover in the works - although if there were, it could get picked along with others under "normal" accumulation.

You can tweak the parameters for Force and the SMAs to see what happens - you might find a variation you like
better. 251 represents a year of trading, 63 a quarter, 21 a month.

Not all results are necessarily good candidates - for me, it's better to write broad scans and weed out what you don't
like, than to write a very specific scan and miss a good situation because it fails maybe just one condition of your
scan. Markets change over time and so do set ups. In fact, you could make this one (below) even broader by just

(Nov 02 '13 at 15:13)markd

minor highs shows there are still sellers who missed the main decline. They can hold things up for quite a while. When you
get a strong volume rally and little volume off the top, the stock is ready to go. The staircase movement you describe is, in
Wyckoff terms, the mark up phase. Holders of large positions, having made the stock scarce, start to recoup their cash on
the rallies, but not enough to kill the trend, or attract other sellers. Then price pops again, and so on.

(Nov 12 '13 at 11:17)SC Alchemist

Thank you so much for your comments markd. They are brilliant and show a deep understanding. Thank you for putting me
onto Richard Wyckoff (1873-1934). I'm trying to wrap my head around his strategies. He seems to define accumulation
around the coiling of a spring which we could also call the forming of a Price Channel which leads to Base Building and
which eventually leads to a Markup or a Markdown, or the tightening of the spring to the point where it pushes through
Resistance and has a Breakout or it pushes through Support and has a Breakdown. Your explanation above is brilliant. I
was just wondering if there was any other light that can be shed on how we could foresee if the outcome of the Price
Channel will lead to a Breakout or a Breakdown in. How can we surmise that the Price Channel is in fact Coiling or
Uncoiling?

1

(Nov 13 '13 at 13:40)markd

Well, the conventional advice for congestion areas is to wait for the breakout. If you want to be more aggressive, the general
principles outlined above would apply - less selling volume off the top, more buying volume off the lows would suggest a
breakout to the upside, vice versa to the down side. On the upside, sometimes a strong rally can start with small volume -
price just goes up without resistance because the selling is done. But at some point, volume has get big to continue the
trend. So you really have to study a LOT of charts to get the feel for how these ideas play out. Chart formations are a little
like snowflakes - no two alike - but recognizably variations on theme.
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testing for a rising sma of Force below zero. You have to decide yourself what conditions to add or leave out after you
review lots of results.

Also, the good candidates are not necessarily in a good buy set up right now. There can still be dramatic shakeouts
after accumulation has begun. You probably have to wait for an entry, depending on when you run the scan and how
mature the accumulation is (how long the sma has been rising).

[group is sp500]

// Force below zero means there has been previous distribution

and [FORCE(251) < 0.0]

// a moving average of Force is rising

and [sma(63, Force(251)) > 21 days ago sma(63, Force(251))]

// Force is above its moving average

and [Force(251) > sma(63, Force(251))]

Here's one in the energy sector (not sp500) picked up on July 12.On the first chart, lots of red volume bars, but after
Apr 5 they don't make new lows. Why not? Somebody is BUYING - IN A DOWNTREND. Who does that? Somebody
who knows something. Then, notice the high volume bar on July 18 (second chart). It gets challenged for the next two
weeks, but holds. That's sponsorship. Some one is defending their investment. Same thing again Aug 27-28 then it's
off to the races.
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